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ABSTRACT
Neutron beams are designed for capture therapy based on p-Li and p-Sc reactions using the
Argonne Continuous Wave Linac (ACWL). The p-Li beam will provide a 2.5~109n/cm2s epithermal
flux with 7x105 y/cm2s contamination. On a human brain phantom, this beam allows an advantage depth
(AD) of 10 an,an advantage depth dose rate (ADDR) of 78 cGy/min and an advantage ratio (AR) of
~
and a dose performance of AD= 8 cm and AR=3.5,
3.2. The p-Sc beam offers 5 . 9 ~ 1 0n/cm2s
suggesting the potential of near-threshold (p, n) reactions such as the p-Li reaction at Ep=1.92 MeV. A
thermal radiography beam could also be obtained from ACWL.
INTRODUCI'ION
Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) requires an epithermal beam which penetrates a tumorcontaining brain deep enough to create an intense thermal neutron field at the tumor site without
excessive damages to the skin and other healthy tissues of the patient.. A thermal beam is considered
inadequate in this respect and efforts have been made to develop epithermal beams using various reactor,
accelerator and isotope neutron sources for both research and clinical purposes.l.2 This paper presents
the design and characteristics of an accelerator epithermal neutron beam for BNCT at the ACWL facility,
a legacy from the former StrategicDefense Initiative (SDI) program.3
The design and characterization of the epithermal neutron beam were carried out mainly by
transport simulations using the MCNP code.4 In the study, a projectile-target combination was first
selected by a trade-off between the neutron yield and spectrum requirements of BNCT and the facility's
capabilities such as the beam current and target cooling limitations. For the chosen p-Li projectiletarget combination, a configuration of the beam tailor (including the moderator, the reflector, etc.) was
set up using results ftom a previous ~ t u d y . ~The MCNP code was then used to compute the physical
properties of the epithemal neutron beam including the neutron flux intensity and spectrum. The BNCT
dosimetric properties of the neutron beam were subsequently calculated for a.cylindrica1brain phantom.
A brief discussion is included about using ACWL for neutron radiography.
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the epithermal neutron beam including (a) the dual-mode facility,
(b) the beam tailor for the lithium target, and (c) the beam tailor for the scandium target.
moderated and collimated by the beam tailor surrounding the target and the output at the down-stream end
is an epithermal neutron beam for capture therapy. The detailed arrangemcnt of the beam tailor in Fig.
l(a) is given in Fig. l(b) for the lithium target and in Fig. l(c) for the scandium target.
In Fig. l(b), the thick lithium-7 target has a diameter of 6 cm, chosen such that the power
deposition for a 20 mA proton beam is about 2 kW/cm2. After the target, D20 is used instead of H 2 0 as
the moderator since it moderates neutrons efficiently without producing a great deal of capture gammas as
does a H20 moderator.6. This is an important consideration as gammas are.long-ranged and would
produce an indiscriminatory, unlocalized background dose in a brain. Lead is subsequently used as a
reflector around the moderator to enhance the neutron flux for treatment. The reason for using lead as the
reflector is fourfold. Firstly, lead has a high scattering cross section. Secondly, lead does not produce a
lot of capture gammas upon absorbing neutrons as does bismuth. Thirdly,lead does not degrade the
neutron energy significantly in elastic collisions so that the reflected neutrons will not become overthermalized after traversing the moderator to reach the beam wrt. Fourthly, lead serves as effective
gamma shielding. To reduce gamma production in the lead, a thin layer (0.1 cm) of lithium-6 is placed
between the lead reflector and the QO moderator to cut down the number of thermal neutrons entering
lead. The faster neutrons which have escaped from lead are thermalized by a 10 cm layer of D20. These

thermalized neutrons are then intercepted by another thin layer of lithium so that me neutron level outside
the tailor is low. Not shown in the figure is further shielding using concrete and other materials. The
transvcrsc dimensions of the moderator and the reflector in Fig. l(b) were chosen based on a saturation
point in terms of the epithermal flux at the beam port. The thickness of the moderator is variable, but it
was found that 25 cm was adequate to achieve a beam with a sufficient epithermal flux and dosimetric
perforrnancc as will be shown in later sections. The beam port is wide with a diameter of 24 cm because
a wide port passes more neutrons and is also dosimetrically more advantageous than a narrow beam port.7
In Fig. l(c), the target diameter is again 6 cm. This target will produce neutrons’below 40 keV
which is the upper limit for BNCT use. This tailor assembly is similar to Fig. 1 (b) except that the D20
layer in front of the target is just thick enough to provide a cooling channel and that the 10 cm D20 layer
on the down-stream side of the tailor is absent. This is due to the lower energies of the p-Sc neutrons
compared to the p-Li neutrons.
SELECTION OF PROJECI’ILE AND TARGET MATERIAL
.

For BNCT applications, epithermal neutrons from 4 eV to 40 keV are desired according to a
dosimetric study.7 They could be obtained by moderating a neutron source of higher energies or by
bombarding a target with charged particles at an energy just 40 keV above the reaction threshold. The
former method has the advantage of starting with a much higher neutron yield. However, it needs
significant moderation, which limits the final achievable epithermal flux intensity, and the neutron beam
output is always contaminated by a fast neutron component @,A0 keV).. Neutrons from the latter
method need minimal moderation and contain no fast contamination above 40 keV. but the neutron yield
and thus the epithermal flux output may be very low. Most accelerator BNCT neutron beams to date
have been designed based on the former approach and we will mainly exploit this option with A C V .
Nonetheless, a simplified analysis of the latter option will also be provided with the intention of a more
detailed study in the future.
The accelerator facility to be used for neutron generation, ACWL, was previously called the
Continuous Wave Deuterium Demonstrator (CWDD). CWDDs original mission was to accelerate an 80
mA continuous wave of D- particles to 7.5 MeV for demonstrating the launching of a beam suitable for a
space-based neutral particle beam (NPB).3 With funding from the former Strategic Defense Initiative
Organization (SDIO), it had been developed to a near-completed state by October 1993 when the SDIO
hnding was terminated and the original mission was canceled. As a result, it is now available for a new
purpose such as neutron production for BNCT or neutron radiography. The new name, ACWL, was
adopted to reflect the change of mission of the accelerator.
Depending on the needs, ACWL can accelerate deuterons to 2 MeVor be modified to accelerate
protons to 3-3.5MeV at average current up to 80 and 100 mA, respectively. However, to avoid the cost
and complexity of a flowing liquid lithium target, we have assumed a h i t for the target power deposition
of 2 kW/cm2, limiting the cunent for this study to about 20 mA. Using 20 mA as the beam current limit,
the yields and spectra of various target materials can be compared for the selection of target materials.
For choosing a target, we note that light nuclei produce a great deal of neutrons under the
bombardment of charged particles.8-l
However, only a few of them can be fabricated in a high density
form and generate very high, thick-target neutron yields. This factor reduces one’s options to tritium,
lithium-7, beryllium-9 and carbon-12. For 2 MeV deuterium bombardment of these targcts, the
corresponding maximum neutron energies are approximately 16 MeV, 17 MeV, 6.6 MeV and 1.7 MeV;
lower energies arc preferable, so beryllium and carbon were selected for further evaluation. For proton
bombardment, carbon is ruled out by its low yield and the high-yield lithium and beryllium targcts werc
evaluated. Scandium, among other medium-weight target materials, was added to the comparison study
since it was known to have a high near-threshold neutron yield for producing monoenergctic ncutrons for
ncutron instrumentation calibration.l2

Figure 2 presents the moderation study of the spectra of the d-Be, d-C, p-Li and p-Be neutrons.
In this study, a unidirectional beam of 6 cm diameter and a circular slab of D20 moderator with 50 cm
radius were used. The thickness of the slab was changed to examine the variation in the moderated
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Fig. 2. Spectral properties of m6derated neutrons from (a) d-Be, (b) d-C, (c) p-Li, and (d) p-Be reactions
as functions of the D20 moderator thickness. The left axes are the ratios in percentile of the neutron flux
in E,> 40 keV to that in E,> 4 eV. The right axes are the epithermal neutron fluxes in 4eV-40 keV.

spectra of the source neutrons. The neutron spectra over a circular area of 12 cm radius on the down-

stream surface of the slab were recorded. The flux intensity of the neutrons in the energy interval 4 eV-

40 kcV was calculated and plotted in solid circles for various D20 thicknesses. ..Thc percentage of the
ncutrons with EnM0 keV compared with the total neutrons for En > 4 eV was calculated and referred to

as the fast neutron contamination and plotted in open circles. The thermal neutron flux for En < 4 eV
was not shown as it can be filtered out fairly easily with lithium-6, boron-10 or other thermal absorbers.
As the goal of moderation is to increase the flux intensity in 4 eV-40 keV while. reducing the fast neutron
contamination to a small percentage, say, less than lo%, the data in Fig. 2 (a)-(d) enable one to
determine the epithermal flux level and fast neutron contamination for a given D 2 0 thickness. .In
obtaining Fig. 2 (a), the source spectrum of d-Be for Ed=2.6 MeV was used13 as spectral data were not
available for lower deuterium energies but may be similar in shape to the 2.6 MeV spectrum. The main
characteristic of the spcctrum is that about 70% of the neutrons have energies below 2 MeV while the
remaining 30% neuuons are spread out in energy from 2 MeV up to 6.6 MeV to form a long tail. As the
scattering cross section decreases with neutron energies, the 70% neutrons below 2 MeV are moderated
faster than the 30% above 2 MeV. As a result, the fast neutron contamination percentage stops decreasing
after reaching the 40% level as shown by the circles. Even when the D20 thickness increases to 100 cm
where the epithemal flux becomes as low as 3 ~ 1 0 n/cm2/source
-~
neutron, the fast neutron component
rcmains at 40%. This shows that the tail in the d-Be spectrum has a disabling effect and that it may not
bc possible to obtain a BNCT beam with low contamination from a d-Be combination.

'

Figure 2 (b) presents the results for the d-C neutron spectrum. The spcctrum uscd was
approximated by applying momentum and energy conservation to the reaction. With 45 cm of D20,the
beam contamination reached a 10% level with an epithemal flux level of 8x10-8 n/cm2/sourcc neutron.
The conclusion is that a clean beam could be obtained, but the achievable flux level is questionable and a
further study to include the yield factor is needed. Figure 2 (c) and (d) are respectively for p-Li and p-Be
neutrons. The neutron spectra are similar for both reactions,lO, 14 and the variations in flux and fast
contamination arc also similar as shown in (c) and (d). Since the thick-target yield of p-Li at 2.5 McV. is
about the same as that of p-Be at 3.5 MeV, the comparison of the epithermal fluxes would indicate their
relative merits. Fig. 2 (c) indicates that one obtains from p-Li a 10% purity at 30 cm D20 with a flux of
5x10-5 n/cm2/source neutron. Fig. 2 (d) shows that one reaches 10% at 35 cm D 2 0 with a flux of
2.5~10-5n/cm2/sourcc neutron, half that of p-Li. As faster neutrons also correspond to larger doses, the
10% of p-Be neutrons are more harmful than the 10%p-Li neutrons which are slower. The comparison
puts p-Li at an advantage over p-Be. However, the thermo-mechanical properties of a beryllium targct
compared with those of lithium may offset the above difference to some extent.
The final analysis had to be based on a combination of the yield factor and the spectral
moderation factor. Figure 3 displays an estimated comparison, where the p-Sc source is also included.
The achievable epithermal fluxes were obtained by multiplying the moderation factor in Fig. 2(a)-(d) at a
given fast neutron level with the thick-target yield of the reactions. The fast neutron level for each case
was indicated in the figure. The yield of d-Be, p-Li and p-Be reactions were obtained from another
study. l5 The yield of d-C was estimated by scaling from the ield of the d-Be reaction according to the
relative differential cross sections of the two r c a c t i ~ n s . ~The
~ , p-Sc
~ ~ reaction
~ ~ ~ yield was calculated
from a zero-degree yieldlOmultiplied by 2n to be conservative; the measured p-Sc neutron spcctrum and
angular distribution were used. The comparison in Fig. 3 shows that the d-Be reaction with 20 mA of 2
MeV deuterons could produce an epithermal flux of 1.5~109n/cm2/s but the beam would be highly
contaminated. The d-C reaction seems to give an epithemal flux which is a factor of 6 lower than that of
the p-Li reaction. The p-Li reaction could yield an epithermal flux of 109 n/cm2/s, a practical level for
BNCT. The p-Be reaction gives a lower value of 5x108 n/cm2/s. If 3 MeV protons are uscd on lithium.
the p-Li neutron flux would be highcr by another factor of 1.7, increasing the advantage of the p-Li
reaction over the p-Be reaction. The p-Sc reaction gives a beam with no contamination, but the flux lcvcl
is only 6x107 n/cm2/s. If the p-Li reaction was considered for near-threshold reaction, the flux lcvcl of
pure epithermal neutrons is expected to be highcr by at least a factor of 10 than the p-Sc valuc.
As the threshold of the p-Sc reaction is 2.909 MeV, a proton beam of 2.95 MeV will producc
neutrons below 40 keV. As this proton energy is also suitable for p L i reaction, 2.95 MeV was chosen to
be the projectile energy. Any need of an energy slightly higher or lower by up to 0.5 McV could be mct
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Fig. 3. Comparison of five projectile-target combinations with respect to their respective achievable
epithermal neutron fluxes in 4 eV-40 keV. The percentages marked within the bars indicate the fast
neutron contaminations of the fluxes represented by the heights of the corresponding bars.
by adding an accelerating/decelerating section to the accelerator. The actual epithermal neutron flux for
the p L i and p-Sc reactions will be different from the values given in Fig. 3 when the actual beam tailor is
used and the actual angular and spectral distributions of the source neutrons are employed in the
calculations as done in later sections.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF EPITHEMAL NEUTRON BEAM

Using the p-Li reaction at E -2.95 MeV, neutrons up to 1.25 MeV are produced in the target.
The neutrons are moderated and rejicted by the beam tailor shown in Fig. 1 (b) and an epithermal
neutron beam is obtained at the beam port surface of 24 cm diameter. Starting with a source spectrum
and angular distribution of p-Li neutrons calculated from published results,lg we used the MCNP code to
compute the dependence of the neutron flux on the thickness of the QO moderator, the radial distribution
of the neutron flux over the beam aperture, the average gamma flux intensity over the aperture, the
angular distribution of the neutron flux and the energy spectrum of the beam. The results are plotted in
Fig. 4. In Fig. 4 (a), the horizontal axis is the moderator thickness in cm, the left vertical axis is the fast
neutron contamination in percentile (solid circles), and the right vertical axis is the epithexmal and thermal
neutron fluxes and the gamma flux intensities (triangles, diamonds and squares, respectively). For
example, at 25 cm of D20,the fast neutron contamination is abotk 9%. the epithermal neutron flux is
2 . 5 ~ 1 0n/cm2/s,
~
the thermal neutron flux is 2.2~10~
n/cm2/s and the gamma flux is 7x105 y/cm2/s. No
apparent optimum D20 thickness can be deduced from this figure except that a QO moderator thicker
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Fig. 4. Physical properties of the neutron beam from the beam tailor shown in Fig. l(b). Plot (a)
contains the epithermal flux in 4 eV-4OkeV, the thermal flux below 4 eV, the gamma flux, and the
percentages of fast neutron greater than 40 keV, plot (b) is the histogram angular distributions of the
beam, plot (c) is the flux distributions on the beam port, and plot (d) is the energy spectra. Plot (b)-(d) all
contain three values of D 2 0 moderator thickness.
than 32 cm would reduce the epithemal neutron flux below 109 n/cm2/s. From a flux point of view
alone, a moderator of less than 32 cm can provide a sufficient epithermal flux for BNCl'. The gamma
contamination of the beam is as low as 1 gamma for every ten thousand neutrons. Figure 4 (b) is a
histogram of the angular distribution of the neutron beam for three values of the D 2 0 thickness, 10.20
and 30 cm as labeled in the figure legend. The dotted line for 10 cm D 2 0 showed a more forward-biased
beam than the dashed line for 20 cm D20, which in turn is more forward-pointed than the solid line for 30

cm D20. There are no neutrons traveling at an angle greater than 90 degrees because it is free space on
one side of the beam port. However, this situation will be changed when a brain phantom is placed next

to the beam port such that neutrons may go both ways as they get scattered between the phantom and the
beam port. In Fig. 4 (c) are shown the neutron flux variations for 10,20 and 30 cm of D20 as functions
of the radial distance from the center of the beam port. For instance, the flux at the center of the beam for
20 cm of R O is 4x109 n/cm2/s and decreases to 2.5~109n/cm2/s at the edge of the beam port. In
general, we observe that the flux is quite uniformly distributed over the beam aperture. The energy
spectra of the beam for the three moderator thicknesses are shown in Fig. 4 (d). As the b0 thickness
increases, the spectrum is systematically shifted to the left due to an increasing amount of moderation.

DOSUlETRIC PROPERTIES OF EPITHERMAL, NEUTRON BEAM

To evaluate the dosimetric performance of the beam design, calculations were made for a
cylindrical brain phantom placed in front of the beam aperture as shown in Fig. 5. Such a simple model
is valid because a study had shown that a cylindrical phantom gave approximately the same dosimetric
distributions as a more accurate ellipsoidal phantom.20 The cylindrical phantom is 16 cm in length and 8
cm in radius, containing 50% :50% gray and white matter.21 The brain matter has a density of 1.047g/cc
and a weight composition of 10.57% hydrogen, 13.97% carbon, 1.84% nitrogen, 72.59% oxygen, 0.14%
sodium, 0.39% phosphorus, 0.14%chlorine and 0.39% potassium. The axis of the phantom coincides
with the axis of symmetry of the beam aperture (see the dark circular area in Fig. 5 ) and the upstream end
of the cylindrical phantom is located 1 cm away from the beam port surface. The brain phantom is
divided into sixteen 1 cm-thick circular discs along the axis of the cylinder and each disc is further
divided into four 2 cm-thick rings along the radial direction. Each ring is defined as a cell and the average
neutron and photon fluxes in each ring cell are computed by MCNP. The various dose components to a
given cell were calculated based on the kerma-dose conversion factors.22, 23

cm

Fig. 5. Cylindrical brain phantom (16x16 cm) used for dosimetric characterization of the beam. The
dark surface indicates the position of the beam port and the rings show the division of the phantom into
cells used for dose calculation.
The calculated dose distributions as functions of the depth into the phantom are shown in Fig. 6
(a)-(d). Figure 6 (a) contains the basic dose components, namely, the elastic dose due to thermal neutron
collisions (solid circles), the total dose due to neutron collisions (squares), the gamma dose (diamonds),
and the boron capture dose (triangles) when the boron concentration is 1 pg/g. It is noted that the spatial
shape of the boron dose resembles that of the thermal neutron dose because boron capture occurs mostly
to thermal neutrons. The beam for Fig. 6(a) was that obtained with a 20 cm D 2 0 moderator. The actual
boron dose is obtained by multiplying the 1 ppm dose by the appropriate boron concentration. Assuming
the boron concentration is 3 pg/g in the tissue (or blood) and 30 R u g in the tumor, the total dose to the
healthy tissue and the tumor can be obtained from Fig. 6 (a). Fig. 6 (b) shows the dose to the tumor in
circles and the dose to the tissue in squares. The diamonds are the dose when no boron is present in the
brain and are called the background dose. It should be pointed but that the neutron, gamma and boron
doses are weighted with their respective RBE factors, 1.6, 1 and 2.3 in the calculation of Fig. 6 @). From
Fig. 6 (b), one finds that the advantage depth (AD) is about 9.5 cm, the advantage depth dose rate
(ADDR)is about 128 cGy/min, the advantage ratio (AR) is 3.1 and the dose composition (DC)is 7.5%
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Fig. 6. RBE-weighted dose distributions in a brain phantom shown in F:10.5..
components and plot (b) the tumor, tissue and background doses for a beam with a 20 cm D20 moderator.
Plot (c) and (d) are the tumor, tissue and background doses for beams with a 10 and 30 cm D20
moderator, respectively.
due to neutrons, 17.5% due to photons and 75% due to boron capture. For a beam with 20 cm D 2 0
moderator, the dose rate at any location can be read directly from.Fig. 6 (b). Similar dose distributions
were computed for neutron beams from different moderator thicknesses from 10 to 30 cm at 5 cm intervals.
The tumor, tissue and background dose distributions for 10 cm QO are given in Fig. 6(c) and those for
@0=30 cm are shown in Fig. 6(d). From Fig. 6 (c) and (d), the dose parameters are AD=6 cm,

ADDR=l040 cGy/min, AR=2.5 and DC=23% neutron dose/ 13% gamma dose/ 64% boron dose for 10
AD=lO cm, ADDR=38 cGy/min, AR=3.2 and DC=5% neutron dose/l9% gamma
cm D20;
dose/76% boron dose for 30 cm D20. Parameters for other D20 thickness values were calculated and
listed in Table 1. It shows that 25 cm D20 is the saturation point for the dose parameters to reach the
highest performance level of AD=10 cm and AR=3.2 for p-Li neutrons. The tumor dose rate at AD is 78
cGy/min to allow 20 Gy to be administered in a short time of 26 minutes. Even with 30 cm D20, less
than an hour is needed to deliver 20 Gy to a tumor located 10 cm below the surface.
\

Table 1. Dosimetric parameters of the epithermal neutron beam shown in Fig. 1(b).
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NEAR-THRESHOLD (p, n) REACTIONS AS POTENTIAL NEUTRON SOURCES
In the design process of the p-Li neutron beam, we had the opportunity to estimate the potential
of p-Sc neutron production for BNCT at an Ep slightly above the reaction energy threshold. Some other
near-threshold reactions such as p-Li at E =1.92 MeV would produceneutrons below 40 keV with a
much higher yield than the p-Sc reaction.
there exists a resonance at Ep=1.92 MeV, this reaction may.
have significant value for BNCT application. The main argument behind this expectation is that such
neutrons need no or minimal moderation so that the final epithemal flux may be comparable to that
obtained via moderation of faster neutrons produced at E =2.5 MeV or higher. The moderation need of
fast neutrons from a p-Li target at Ep 2 2.5 MeV deman s a distance of 20-30 cm or more between the
target and the beam port. mis moderation factor is about
n/cm2/source neutron as shown in Fig. 2
(c). When the reaction occurs near the threshold energy, the neutrons need not be moderated and the
beam port surface may be placed in the close vicinity of the target as long as proper cooling can be
accommodated by the space. At a distance of an inch from the target, a beam flux about
n/cm2/source neutron is possible. This is two orders of magnitude higher than the moderation factor of
p-Li neutrons at 2.5 MeV. This gain may be used to offset the loss of yield when the proton energy is
lowered from 2.5 MeV down to 1.92 MeV.

1s

S

Figure 7 presents the dosimetric distributions in a brain phantom of p-Sc neutrons from the tailor
shown in Fig. 1 (c). The distance’between the target and the port surface is 2.5 cm. Figure 7 (a)
contains the dose components per source neutron as distributed along the depth direction in the phantom.
In Fig. 7(b) are the RBE-weighted tumor, tissue and background doses. Although A b 8 cm and AR=3.5
calculated from Fig. 7 (b) indicate a high quality thera utic beam, the dose rate seems very low. To
obtain an ADDR=12 cGy/min, a source yield of 2x101 n/s is needed, which is difficult to achieve with

T

p-Sc reactions near the reaction threshold. However, the much higher yield of p-Li reactions near the
threshold may solve this problem and further investigation is in order.
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Fig. 7. Dose distributions in a brain phantom illuminated by p-Sc neutrons obtained from the beam
tailor in Fig. 1(c).
THERMAL NEUTRON BEAM FOR NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY
Using the same high-yield p-Li reaction at E =2.95 MeV, a thermal neutron beam may be
generated for neutron radiography. A configuration s own in Fig. 8 may be used for this purpose. It
may be operated as a mode to share the proton beam with the BNCT beam on a switching basis or as a
sole user of the proton beam. Fig. 8(a) shows that a proton beam from the accelerator hits a lithium
target and the neutrons are tailored by a moderator-collimator assembly to form a radiography-beam. The
tailor scheme is given in Fig. 8 (b). The source neutrons from the p-Li reaction can be moderated by
either a hydrogen-rich material such as H 2 0 and high-density polyethylene or heavy water. In
comparison, H20 is a more efficient moderator than D20, but it produces a high gamma background due
to the capture of thermal neutrons by hydrogen atoms. As a result, a higher thermal flux is expected in a
H20 moderator than in a @O moderator, but a thermal neutron beam from a @O moderator has a much
lower gamma contamination than one from a H 2 0 moderator. To evaluate the feasibility of a
radiographic beam,we studied the moderation of the neutrons by D20 and H20.

R

It was rcported that the thermal flux inside a H20 moderator surrounding a point source can be as
high as 0.01 n/cm2s/source n at 10 cm from the source.24 However, our MCNP calculations showed a
lower flux level at the base surface when a taper is inserted into the moderator. One of the causes may be
that the taper wall has blocked all neutrons from the upper half space as compared to the case of a infinite
moderator. Another cause may be the difference between the actual 6 cm-diameter target used in our
calculations and the isotropic point source assumed in the calculation in Ref. 24. A third cause may be
the orientation of the taper relative to the target. We have computed the beam parameters for both H20
and D20 moderators and the results are summarized in Table 2. The base fluxes are 3 . 4 4 ~ 1 0n/cm2/s
~~
for a 9 0 moderator and 7 . 2 5 ~ 1 0 ~n/cm2/s
0
for a H20 moderator. The cadmium ratios are respectively
22 and 30. The gamma fluxes at the base of the taper are 9.49~107y/cm2/s for a D 2 0 moderator and
3 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ Y l c mfor
~ /as H20 moderator. Replacing D20 by H20 enhances the neutron flux by a factor
of two but increases the gamma background by 2-3 orders of magnitude. The neutron fluxes at LP-100
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Fig. 8 Schematic drawing of a thermal neutron beam at ACWL for neutron radiography.

L./D (D=2 cm)

0 (base)

neutron flux

(105 cm-2s-1) 3.44 x105

D20

H20

gamma flux
(102 cm-2s-1) 9.49 ~ 1 0 5
cadmium
ratio
neutron flux
(IO5 cm-2s-1) 7.25 xlO5
gamma flux
(105cm-2s-1) 3.5 x105
cadmium
ratio

45

100

200

300

10.6

2.15

0.54

0.24

29.3

5.93

1.49

0.66

22
22.4

4.53

1.13

0.50

10.8

-2.19

0.55

0.24

30

are above 2-5x105 n/cm2/s so that high resolution radiography with reasonable exposure time is possible
with this facility. A future optimized geometry of the beam may further enhance the flux level.
CONCLUSIONS

s

An epithermal neutron beam for BNCT has been designed for ACWL usin 20 mA, 2.95 MeV
protons onto a Li target. The calculated epithermal neutron flux is > lo9 n/cm /s wi$ dosimetric
performance factors of AD=.lO cm, AR=3.2 and ADDR=78 cGy/min. The potential value of the
generation of neutrons below 40 keV by operating the proton beam at an energy 40 keV above the
reaction threshold was also discussed using p-Sc as an example. The p-Li reaction at Ep1.92 MeV was
pointed out as a particularly potential option for generating high quality BNCT neutrons. The suitability
of using a lithium target to produce thermal neutron beams for neutron radiography has been investigated
as another possible use of the Argonne ACWL facility.
'
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